
Vom Dennenbaum; my history. 
 
I have been breeding wirehaired dachshunds      
under the kennel name of Vom      
Dennenbaum for 30 years although I have       
owned them for 30+ years. I am passionate        
about and love this breed!  
 
My first wirehaired Dachshund, Fietje was      
an import from Germany in 1986. He       
eventually was put to rest due to IVVD. In         
those years, vets generally did not know       
how to manage this problem, even to       
diagnose. I then imported a dog from       
Namibia (Globi) and then another bitch from       

Germany (Ve),  
 
and the last import was Gritt from Germany in 2000. Very recently I have imported George Clooney                 
Credo from Poland—he is the sire of my most recent litter. By 1989 I had 4 wires. And bred my first litter                      
in March 1988.  
 
My wires have been shown from day 1. At times there were as many as 10 dogs or so in the ring which                       
was fun to have competition. But sadly, at the moment I have little competition which is worrying as this                   
relates into no one breeding. All my dogs have been shown to champion status. In the latter years there                   
has been the opportunity to work to achieving International champions, KUSA champions and now              
Grand Champions. Freya is a grand champion—the first wire hair in South Africa to achieve this and she                  
is a KUSA National champion and an International champion. My Yara is also a grand champion. I have a                   
number of International champions and Kusa National champions. 
 
Over the years I established what imported dogs there were in the country and have used these in my                   
breeding programme. I would then go back into my lines and in this way tried to keep the gene pool                    
open, given that there are so few standard wires in the country. I have also pandered to my desire to                    
only use FCI type dogs and no UK or USA lines although there have been one of the parents from Brazil                     
and UK. I eventually ran out of choices and imported a dog from Poland in 2016. This is my 36th litter and                      
I have probably bred abut 180-200 puppies in this time. I pride the very carefully selected homes where                  
the pups have gone to— I thank everyone who has cared for one of my puppies. 
 


